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ISSUES 



Where do we come from?  
Similar status of universities in Continental Europe 
• Public, free access after high school degree, no fees 

– Funding by public authorities 
– Massification  
– Changes in ways of making science 
->  Increased burden of costs on public budgets 

• Professional bureaucracies 
– Dual hierarchy 
– Loosely coupled 
– Un certain product 

• Bureaucratic steering 
– No proper resources 
– No strategic autonomy 
– Ex ante control of conformity to public rules 



Reform targets (1) 

• Strengthen universities as focal points of NSRI 
– Critical size 
– Manageable 

• Universities as strategic actors 
– Taking advantage of their various environments (local, 

national, international)  
– Well related to their various stakeholders 
– Investing in and coordinating their components 

according to their strategy 

-> Means of action for increasingly differentiated 
universities 



Reform targets (2) 

• Overcoming the limits of incremental differentiation by transferring 
resources to universities in order to  foster their strategic 
capabilities 

• The French example: in 2007, research capacities are very unevenly 
distributed 
– 12 U= 6000 CNRS researchers (50%) 
– 25 last ones= 300 researchers  
– 12 last ones = 25 researchers  

• With heavy impact on 
– Attraction in teaching 

• Masters 
• Doctoral studies 

– Attraction of researchers and research 
– Reputation 



RECONCEPTUALIZING THE SYSTEM 



The macro system 

 

• Specific institutions for specific roles 
– Ministry: Budgetary orientation and allocation 

by domain 

– Agencies : program building and allocation of 

resources to operators 

– HE institutions: operation 

• Coordination by contractual agreements 
• Control by dedicated agencies 



Mass tertiary 

Bachelor  degrees 

 

 

Specialized professional 
training 

(medecine, law, …) 

 

“New frontier”  

Academic and cutting 
edgaeresearch 

 

Local 

International 

National 

Differentiation of missions and 
territories 

 



A fractal model 

National organization 
Under democratic control 

HER strategic actor 
with proper resources, 

political and 
management  tools 

HER strategic actor 
with proper 

resources, political 
and management  

tools 

HER strategic actor 
with proper resources, 

political and 
management  tools 

Distant                  steering 
Incitation- performance-  allocation 



ORGANIZATIONS AND STEERING 



Redistribution of power 

 

• Public authorities: from « central 
administration » to  « strategic 
management  » 

• Universities 

• The president and its team 

– From primus inter pares to organizational leader 

 

 



Decentralization of management 

• Creation of strategic steering resources 
– Devolution of power: internal organization, 

investment, recruitment, organization of work 
– Increased financial flexibility 

• Transfer of strategic resources 
– Human resources 
– Real estate 

• Development of management tools 
– Global budgets 
– Analytic accounting 
– Indicators et scoreboards  

 
 



Policy tools 
   

• Incentives to 
– Rebuild and strengthen HEI territories 

– Identify and feed strategic research centers 

– Favor innovation and build clusters linking 
research and industry 

• Distant steering 
– From input to output based funding 

– From ex ante evaluation of conformity to ex post 
evaluation of performance 

 

 

 



SOCIAL CONDITIONS OF 
IMPLEMENTATION 



From prestige to « excellence » 
 Between two evaluation regimes 

Judgment Production 

and support 

Form Type of 

knowledge in use 

Social 

judgment 

Prestige 

Endogenous to 

various social 

networks) 

 

Contextualized 

opinions based on 

socialization and 

experience 

Synthetic 

judgment 

Varies according to 

networks 

Formal 

indicators 

Excellence 

Exogenous by 

experts 

 

Impersonal, 

standardized, 

global  

Analytic 

Opens up the 

black box 



Social exchange and impact on 
individual commitment of academics 

Locus of social exchange Commitment Expected return from 
university 

Disinvolvement from 
university 

High commitment with 
the university 

Organizational constraints 
are accepted as a member 
of a local community 
 

Local return by access to 
promotion and local social 
status 

WITHDRAWAL if no return 
exacerbated by the 
excellence narrative and 
tools  

High commitment with 
the profession 

Conquest of excellence es 
a target 

Working conditions to 
reach professional 
excellence 

MOBILITY if university: 
• Does not meet 
expectation 
* Has lead to 
cosmopolitanism through 
excellence 
Backed by the excellence 
narrative 

Low commitment with the 
university and the 
profession 

Occupation: compliance 
to formal obligations but 
neither to organizational 
nor professional norms 

Opportunities to invest as 
much it is necessary to get 
promoted  

WITHDRAWAL if: 
* Inflexibility of 
promotion rules based on  
excellence or local 
involvement 



Disciplinary norms of quality and acceptability 
of evaluation (The ex. of publications indexes) 



Policy impacts on universities 

• Concentration and vertical diversification can 
be observed 

• International variations remain 

• Attention of universities to policies depend 
upon 
– Their scientific status 

– Their ambitions 

– Their organizational capability to foster internal 
changes 



Institutional attention to dimensions of 
quality 

Prestige 
 

Venerable        Top of the pile   
 

Strong national reputation is not enough Aristocratic despise for formal evaluation 
any longer       Internal norms insure both  
But cultural reluctance to formal    high standards on prestige and excellence 
evaluation of excellence 
                 
Excellence 
-                                   +
                               
  Missionnaries         Wannabes 

 
Low attention to substantial     Attention to formal evaluation as a  
as well as formal evaluation    strategic platform  

     
 
 
           



CONCLUSIONS 



Organizational bases and social 
regulation in various types of 

universities 



Which available strategies  
to move to the top of the pile?  

• Strategic capabilities may be poor among 
venerable or missionary universities 

• Strategies of venerable and missionaries may 
dry up affecto societatis within institutions 

• Reaching the top of the pile requires both: 
– High excellence scores 

– Strong collegial control as a source of social 
capitalism and mutual reinforcement between 
individual commitment and collective brand 



Which university organization and 
regulation are promoted by reforms? 

• Reforms foster: 

– Organization through centralization by management 

– Research performance through utilitarianism 

–  Vertical hierarchy based on a “cascade of despise” 
(Saint-Simon)  

• Improving management:  

– Is essential 

– Should not be done at the cost of the profession 

 

 



Current issues 
• Building and sustaining a positive tension between 

management and the profession 
• Management  

– Imposes considering negotiation and bargaining of targets among 
various stakeholders with respect to the available resources 

– Counterbalances exclusive tendencies of professionals to develop a 
supply economy by imposing to consider demand of stakeholders 

• The academic profession  
– Coordinates by shared norms  they incorporated by education, 

socialization and professional controls 
– Counterbalances managerial power by protecting their specificities 

and finding way to build internal agreements on quality across 
disciplines.   

• It requires 
– Authority both sides 
– Embedded into governance systems within universities (universities 

bodies enhancing decentralization od power and shared governance) 


